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a Brand or Product Manager?
a Performance Specialist?
a Marketer looking for a career boost?
a Business owner looking to acquire new skills?
a Manager looking for training for your team?

Then this extensive Training is for you!

Developed on a 10 week curriculum, detailing steps and 
principles from strategy to implementation, reporting and 
optimization of your digital marketing.
Each module contains theory and practice and ends with home 
assignments.

Are you...
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Module 1 Module 2 Module 3 Module 4
Weeks 1-4 Weeks 5-6 Weeks 7-8 Weeks 9-10

Digital Strategy Design Implementing – owned media Implementing – paid media

integrated campaign planning 
using the entire ecosystem -
owned, paid and earned media

data-first approach - importance 
of data, how to use it, tools and 
best practices

know your target - understanding 
the consumer and defining your 
audience

know your competition

know your tools

setting up the correct objectives, 
KPIs and metrics

optimum budget share between 
paid and owned channels
one page strategy

make sure your website is efficient 
and responds to objectives

SEO importance and how to do it 
correctly - research, planning, 
implementation

emails database - collection, 
curation, activation

understanding web analytics tools -
implementation, setup, reporting 
and insights

content marketing - design, 
develop, use

display ads - formats, screens, 
buying models, targeting

video - formats, insights, best 
practices

search marketing - principles, 
implementation

social media - how to best use it 
for results

centralized tracking and reporting
- tools and best practices

how and what to test

how to get the most out of your 
reporting

how to cleverly present your 
results to management and other 
stakeholders

affiliates - when and how to use 
them

Reporting and Optimization
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Or

Fill the form on the website for a FREE online taster 
training session   


